Six equivalent definitions of Frobenius algebra in a monoidal category are provided. In a monoidal bicategory, a pseudoalgebra is Frobenius if and only i f it is star autonomous. Autonomous pseudoalgebras are also Frobenius. What i t means for a morphism of a bicategory to be a projective equivalence is defined; this concept is related to "strongly separable" Frobenius algebras and "weak monoidal Morita equivalence". Wreath products of Frobenius algebras are discussed.
Introduction
Over the last two decades, the relevance of categories to physics has become widely acknowledged in at least two particular areas: quantum group theory QGT (see [JS3] , [Kas] , [Maj] ) and topological quantum field theory TQFT (see [Ko] , [KL] ). Quantum groups arise from the Yang-Baxter equation of statistical mechanics, while each quantum group has a monoidal (or "tensor") category of representations. A two-dimensional TQFT can be regarded as a tensor-preserving functor from a monoidal category of 2-cobordisms to the category of vector spaces. Monoidal categories can be used to construct the known threedimensional TQFTs while some four-dimensional TQFTs can be constructed using monoidal bicategories (see [Bz] ). Both QGT and TQFT feature categories whose morphisms come from low-dimensional topology (braids, links, tangles, surfaces, and so on). Mainly for the benefit of readers from mathematical physics, in this introduction and the next section, we will warm up to the categorical notions just mentioned and a few others we require.
Of course, the use in physics of (classical) groups and their representations goes back many score years. A lot of information about a group G is contained in its characters.
Characters are group morphisms from G into the multiplicative monoid of an appropriate field k. In other words, we find a category (in this case the category of monoids) where G and k both live as objects so that it makes sense to look at morphisms between these objects.
Representations reveal even more about G than characters yet can be introduced using the same philosophy. The group G can be regarded as a category SG having only one object and every morphism invertible. Although this could be taken as the definition of group, it is often helpful to maintain a notational distinction between the group and the one-object category (after all, groups can be defined in alternative categorical terms as discrete closed monoidal categories). We think of SG as a kind of suspension of G where the morphisms of SG are the elements of G. Since we have put G into the category Cat of categories, we can look at morphisms from SG into other categories such as the category Vect k of vector spaces over k. These are precisely linear representations of the group G: a morphism of categories F G Vect k : S ae AE ae (functor) takes the one object of SG to the vector space underlying the representation and the morphisms of SG to action by those group elements.
This paper is concerned with the identification of mathematical structure on objects of interest. The structure of particular interest is an abstraction of Frobenius algebra; we will soon recall the basic concept. The connection between TQFT and Frobenius algebras is pointed out in [Ko] and we proceed to outline how that works. Some connection between quantum groups and Frobenius algebras is already apparent from the fact that quantum groups are Hopf algebras and finite-dimensional Hopf algebras are Frobenius [LSw] . W e intend to deepen the connection between Frobenius algebras and quantum group theory.
A k-algebra A is called Frobenius when it is equipped with an exact pairing s : A A k ƒ aeAE ae satisfying the condition s s (( ) ) ( We shall recall in Section 1 how each Frobenius algebra becomes a coalgebra.
However, in the case where the Frobenius algebra comes from a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra, this coalgebra is not the same as the coalgebra underlying the Hopf algebra. For one thing, a morphism of Frobenius algebras (preserving the algebra and coalgebra structure) is invertible (see [Ko; Section 2.4] ) whereas Hopf algebra morphisms between group algebras are in bijection with group morphisms.
Each commutative Frobenius algebra determines (uniquely up to isomorphism) a 2-dimensional TQFT; that is, a tensor-preserving functor from the monoidal category 2-Cob of 2-dimensional cobordisms to Vect k . More precisely, the category of commutative Frobenius k-algebras is equivalent to the category of symmetric strong-monoidal functors from 2-Cob to Vect k (see [Ko; Theorem 3.3.2] [ML] for the theory of monads and their algebras).
Frobenius structure on a monoid makes sense in any monoidal category. We recall this in Section 1 where we assemble some facts about Frobenius monoids. Many of the facts are scattered throughout the literature. To begin with, for a concrete case that denies us the luxury of symmetry, we express the results in terms of monads on categories; but clearly the results carry over to monoids in general monoidal categories.
In a symmetric (or even braided) monoidal category we can define commutative monoids. In fact, what is shown in [Ko] is that 2-Cob possesses a distinguished commutative Frobenius monoid and that every commutative Frobenius monoid in every symmetric monoidal category is the image, under an essentially unique symmetric monoidal functor, of the distinguished one.
Notice from the above discussion that it is the strict monoidal categories, and not the general ones, that are genuinely examples of monoids in Cat. The reason non-strictness arises is that Cat is a 2-category: natural transformations between the functors provide Cat with the 2-dimensional structure of 2-morphisms or 2-cells and their compositions. Cartesian product is compatible with the 2-cells and so Cat is actually a monoidal 2-category.
Composition of functors is strictly associative so Cat itself is stricter than it might be in the 2-dimensional setting. This leads to a weaker version of 2-category due to Bénabou [Bu] . A 2-category can be defined to be a strict bicategory: one in which the associativity and unital constraints are identities. So Cat is special among bicategories; it is strict. Cartesian product is also special among monoidal structures on bicategories; it is stricter in many ways than required of a general monoidal bicategory. A bicategory B is monoidal when it is equipped with a pseudofunctor ƒ ¥ aeAE ae : B B B and an object I together with associativity and unital constraints much like a monoidal category except that they need only be equivalences rather than isomorphisms and they need only satisfy the conditions up to further selected isomorphisms that themselves satisfy conditions. Monoidal bicategories are not all monoidally biequivalent to monoidal 2-categories but some degree of strictness can be attained. We do not need more detail than this; however, the interested reader can consult [DS1] and [McC] .
In any monoidal bicategory it is possible to define p s e u d o m o n o i d s;
these are like monoids except that the associativity and unital conditions only hold up to invertible 2-cells that are called associativity and unit constraints; they are required to satisfy conditions that are said to express coherence; again, a reference is [DS1] . In particular, a pseudomonoid in Cat is precisely a monoidal category. Hence a pseudomonoid is also called a "monoidal object" of the monoidal bicategory.
In Section 2 we continue this review of categorical structures highlighting enriched categories.
In Section 3 we define what it means for a pseudomonoid in any monoidal bicategory to be Frobenius. It is an easy corollary of results of [DMS] that every autonomous pseudomonoid (whose unit has a right adjoint) is Frobenius. As we have mentioned, finite dimensional Hopf algebras are known to be Frobenius, yet our corollary provides a setting in which even the more general quasi-Hopf algebras of Drinfeld are Frobenius irrespective of dimension. Another example is any autonomous monoidal V-category. In [DS2] , we showed how quantum groups (and more generally "quantum groupoids") and starautonomous monoidal categories are instances of the same mathematical structure.
Although the term Frobenius was not used in [DS2] , the star-autonomy defined there is precisely the higher-dimensional version of Frobenius structure.
Section 4 is largely inspired by the discussion of "weak monoidal Morita equivalence"
in [Mü1] and [Mü2] where it is shown that monoidal categories that are equivalent in this weak sense still give rise to the same state sum invariants of closed oriented 3-manifolds (see [BW1] and [BW2] ). We define a notion of projective equivalence between objects i n any bicategory. In the same general setting, we define what it means for a Frobenius monad to be strongly separable and relate this to projective equivalence. Both concepts require the abstract notion of "scalar" determined by the bicategory. In the bicategory of klinear categories for a commutative ring k, the scalars are in bijection with elements of k.
Section 5 says a little about Morita equivalence.
Finally, in Section 6, we discuss wreath products of Frobenius algebras. This is done at the level of generalized distributive laws between monads as developed in [LSt] . §1. Frobenius monads
h m be a monad on a category X . We write X
T for the category of Talgebras in the sense of [EM] (although those authors called monads "triples"). We write
: X X ae AE ae for the forgetful functor and F Before defining Frobenius monads and finding several equivalent definitions, we shall recall the results in Section 3 of [EM] on adjoint monads. Let T = ( ) T, , h m be a monad on a category X such that the endofunctor T has a right adjoint: our notation is T J G with counit s : T G ae AE ae 1 and unit r : 1 ae AE ae G T. Eilenberg and Moore showed that:
AM1. AM3. each of the forgetful functors U T and V G has both left and right adjoints; and, AM4. if F J U J C then the comonad generated by U J C is right adjoint to the monad generated by F J U.
We can add the following extra observation on adjoint monads; it is a trivial consequence of Beck's monadicity theorem [Bec] ). AM5. if F J U J C and U is conservative (that is, reflects invertibility of morphisms) then the comparison functor, into the category of Eilenberg-Moore algebras for the monad generated by F J U, is an equivalence;
h m is a monad on a category X such that the endofunctor T has a left adjoint H, we can apply the duality explained in [St1] to obtain five corresponding results.
In particular, there is a comonad H = ( ) 
Lemma 1.2 For a Frobenius monad
Proof (a)
.
QED
Remark Condition (a) of Lemma 1.2 has occurred in the work of Carboni and Walters (see [CW] and [Cbn] ) and of Boyer and Joyal (unfortunately [BJ] is unpublished but see [St4] for some details). The condition relates to separability of algebras and discreteness. Condition Proof We shall do this using the string calculus (as justified by [JS1] ). We use Lemma 1.2.
One of the counit/unit identities is proved by the following calculation; look in a mirror for the proof of the other. Proof By AM2 we know that there is an isomorphism of categories K : X X
Proposition 1.4 For a Frobenius monad T, the left adjoint F
and the Proof Let l : FU ae AE ae 1 be the counit and h : 1 ae AE ae UF be the unit for F J U. Let e : UF ae AE ae 1 be the counit and k : 1 ae AE ae FU be the unit for U J F. The multiplication for T is m = UlF. Take r k h = U F o : 1 2 ae AE ae T . Then T with e is Frobenius since
See [Frd] for a discussion of F jJ U in the special case where inter alia U is fully faithful. Proof Equivalence of (a), (b) and (c).
Theorem 1.6 Suppose
We have proved that (a) implies (b) and (c). Clearly (c) implies (b). To see that (b)
Equivalence of (a) and (d).
Assuming (a), we know that s e m = aeAE ae o : T 
So (a) holds.
Equivalence of (a) and (e). Law1] ). Using the "algebra" terminology, it also agrees for example with Chapter 5 of [Cmd] , Section 6 of [BS] , and Definition 3.1 of [Mü] .
It follows also that the notion of Frobenius monad is self-dual in the sense that it is the same as a comonad G = ( ) 
; 
T T TA T A
A (see [ML] for Yoneda-Day-Kelly integral notation). In the examples of bases of interest here, it is clear that the V-natural transformations from T to ¢ T form an object of V. There is a canonical isomorphism of categories
There is another monoidal bicategory V -Mod whose objects are also the (small) Vcategories; in this case however, the hom-categories are defined by given by the effect of T on homs. We obtain an "inclusion" pseudofunctor
Mod ae AE ae that takes each V-category to itself, takes each V-functor T to T * , and is bijective on 2-cells; so we sometimes write T for the module T * .
So we can think of V -Mod as an expansion of V -Cat designed to provide the morphisms in V -Cat with right adjoints. Not only adjoints but equivalences in V -Mod are also of interest. Tensor product of V-categories extends to V -Mod making V -Mod a symmetric monoidal bicategory and the inclusion of V -Cat in V -Mod strict monoidal. We have seen that V -Cat is closed. However, there is a much stronger structure possessed by V -Mod; it is "autonomous" like the category of finite-dimensional vector spaces, and we shall now make this precise. We consider a pseudomonoid (or monoidal object) A in a monoidal bicategory B: the underlying object is also denoted by A, the unit is j I A : ae AE ae , the multiplication is p A A A : ƒ aeAE ae , and there are invertible coherent associativity and unital constraints.
When the unit constraints are identities, the pseudomonoid is said to be normalized.
When the unit and associativity constraints are identities, the pseudomonoid is said to be strict; it is then just a monoid.
Motivated by Theorem 1.6 (e) we make a natural higher-dimensional extension of the Frobenius notion. 
Proposition 1.2 of [DMS] gives the formula
Furthermore, in the case where j has a right adjoint, Proposition 1.4 of [DMS] states that A is also right autonomous, and then simply called autonomous, if and only if d is an equivalence. Then the right adjoint d * of d is an inverse equivalence and (Proposition 1.2 of [DMS] ) is given by the formula 
Proposition 3.1 Every autonomous pseudomonoid
an equivalence. QED A pseudocomonoidal structure on A in Proposition 3.1 is provided by j * and p * ;
compare Theorem 1.6 (c). We also note that there are isomorphisms
where r = ae AE ae ae AE ae
Example Quasi-Hopf algebras
A quasibialgebra (over a field k) is a k-algebra H equipped with algebra morphisms D : H H H ae AE ae ƒ and E H k : ae AE ae , and with an invertible element f OE ƒ ƒ H H H, such that
for all a H OE ; furthermore, f satisfies the pentagon condition
(A quasibialgebra reduces to an ordinary bialgebra when f is the identity element 
S S
Similarly, b is used to define a 2-cell in the opposite direction; the further conditions o n a , b and f say that this really is the inverse of p . Further details can be found in the general results of [DMS] . This ends our example.
In Section 9 of [DS2] , a f o r m for a pseudomonoid A in a monoidal bicategory B is defined to be a morphism s : A A I ƒ ae AE ae together with an invertible 2-cell g as below. 
Proposition 3.2 A pseudomonoid is *-autonomous if and only if it is Frobenius.
Proof Suppose s and g is a form on the pseudomonoid A with s a biexact pairing.
Put l = ae AE ae ae ƒ ae AE ae
where the second isomorphism involves g . So A equipped with l is Frobenius.
Conversely, put s = l o p which is a biexact pairing by definition of Frobenius; the isomorphism g is obtained by composing the associativity constraint 
This is a straightforward enrichment of the concept due to Barr [Ba3] and considered more generally in [DS2] This section was inspired to a large extent by the discussion of "weak monoidal Morita equivalence" in [Mü1] and [Mü2] .
It is well known what it means for a morphism to be an equivalence in any bicategory and that every equivalence can be made an adjoint equivalence. We wish to discuss a more general notion of equivalence. For this we need to clarify a concept of scalar.
A scalar for a bicategory D is a modification Scalars form a commutative monoid under composition. By abuse of language, 2-cell
ae AE ae will be called a scalar when there exists an actual scalar w such that
we say q is an invertible scalar when w is invertible.
Take the example of enriched categories; that is, in the case where D = V -Mod. It is easy to see that the commutative monoid of scalars is isomorphic to the endomorphism monoid V I I , ( ) of the unit object I. In particular, when V is the category of sets, the monoid is trivial (consisting only of the identity). More interestingly, if V is the monoidal category of modules over a commutative ring k then the scalars for V -Mod are precisely the elements of k . In any projective equivalence, by suitable rescaling of units and counits, we can ensure that either w or v is an identity. Equivalences are precisely the projective equivalences in which both w and v can be chosen to be identities. Proof A projective equivalence u A X : ae AE ae is conservative since the counit l for its left adjoint is a retraction (split epimorphism). Since u also has a right adjoint, it is monadic.
Remark The braided monoidal category Hom
The composites e h o and
Definition 4.1. So u generates a strongly separable Frobenius monad on X.
Conversely, suppose we have a strongly separable Frobenius monad t = ( ) t , , , , h m e d on X and u A X : ae AE ae together with action x : t u u aeAE ae provide an Eilenberg-Moore construction for t . So there exists f jJ u where u f is isomorphic to t and x f transports to m . We can replace t by u f so that x f = m . Then h is the unit for f J u and e is the counit for u J f . So we have that e h o is an invertible scalar. The counit k for f J u is determined by u k x = and unit l for u J f is determined by 
§6. Wreath products of Frobenius algebras
As in Section 1, we express our results in terms of monads rather than algebras.
We shall begin by recalling some notions from [LSt] . Given a 2-category K , there is a 2-category EM K ( ) which turns out to be the free completion of K with respect to the that say t is a monad). Notice that s need not itself be a monad, but it could be while i and n could be obtained from the unit and multiplication: in this case l is called a distributive law between the monads t and s .
For any wreath, we obtain a monad structure on the composite endomorphism s t o . 
